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Nature of the Investigation

Whan an orebody ia emplaosd in the rook, the 
ore is carried into place by very hot eases tfr vapours. The ore 
minerals are in solution in these vapours. Being very dilute and 
tenuous, there is a very immense volume of vapour necessary to 
transport the ore into place.

An orebody is usually q&tte large, but the
volume of very dilute gas, required to transport that volume of ore, 
is almost beyond comprehension. Yet this immense volume must have 
passed through the rooks where the orebody is now found. Transportat 
ion into plaoe implies flow, and flow mwans that there must have 
been a channelway along which the transporting medium oould pass. 
The fact that the orebody is deposited in a certain plaoe is the 
result of certain factors which have oaused a change in the chemical 
equilibrium of the transpoting medium and oaused the minerals to 
precipitate from solution.

The localisation of the orebody may be due to
some local structure or condition, there can be no orebody if there 
has been no introduotion of transporting medium - no matter how 
well the structure, or other concentrating devioe, may be developed*

Although dilute, the ore-transporting medium is 
a chemical solution, and will react with the country rook through 
which the solutions pass. It is very improbable that the passage of 
suoh a tremendous volume of solutions, as would be necessary to tran 
sport even thv smallest of commercial orebodies, oould have passed 
through the rooks without leaving some trace of the passage by 
reacting with the rook.

As the orebody is only a very small portion of
the volume of gases, and the gas vjmust have penetrated the rooks 
far beyond the limits of the orebody, thus the size of the alteration
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"halo" will be many times the size of the orebody. Thus the halo 
will extend far beyond the boundaries of the ore and will give a 
much larger target for whioh to seek.

Where the orebody ia under a lake, or over*
burden, the alteration halo is usually large enough that it will 
extend to the nearest outcropping of rook, where it oan be deteoted 
without expensive drilling.

There have been many attempts made to determine 
the shape and sice, and the very existanod, of an alteration halo 
and, occasionally, these hare been successful. The main reason why 
the researchers have failed to show the presence of the alteration 
halo is that they have almost invariably been looking for an exotic 
mineral, or collection of minerals, whioh oan be easily distinguish 
ed from the common rock-forming minerals*

Any quantitative determinations that ware made
were usually of some exotio element, usually the diagnostic element of the specific mineral whioh they were trying to use* The means of 
sjiantitetive analysis have been too inaccurate to give the quant i tat 
ive relationships of the common rook-forming minerals, or the 
elements whioh make up those minerals.

With the development of precise instruments for 
making quantitative analysis of the mineral content of rooks - 
a development whioh has taken place since World War XI - it has 
been possible to determine the mineral content erfx of rooks with 
sufficient rapidity that the time element has been reduced to a reasonable amount, and sufficiently economical that precise mineral 
surveys oan be made competitive with other accepted methods of 
evaluating properties.

Hatng a method that is economically feasible,
it was a logical sequence that the vicinity of known ore-deposits 
should be examined to see whether there was indeed an alteration 
halo ae predicted. Accordingly, examinations were made around the 
nines of Porcupine, Beatty-Munro, Kirkland Lake, Cobalt, Gowganda, 
Matatohewan, Rouyn, Cadillac, Malartio, ValDOr and Chibougamau. 
A distinot, unique mineral assemblage was found around every 
producing orebody.

It is not sufficient to show that distinot
mineral assemblages exist around orebodies unless it is also shown that such assemblies do not occur, in size and concentration 
similar to that around the known ore, in areas where there is no ore 
Very large areas of the same kind of rooks that are host to the 
known orebodies, were systematically examined, and there WAS not a 
single instance where haloB of similar siee and concentration were 
found.

AS the alteration halo is produced by the ore- 
transporting medium, it follows that there oan be no orebody where 
there is no halo.
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Of the mineral occurrences examined in the minin 
camps previously mentioned, in every case. the alteration halo wasU2- 

;Tteindicated by a change in the quantitativei reTatlimshtps^ of 
oommon rook-forming minerals* No new minerala were developed.

hale rrthe

The quantitative changes in the amounts of the 
common minerals, already present in the rook, were such that the 
quantity of the elements making up these minerals oould not have 
been supplied by a rearrangement of the original elements in the 
rooks* To create the new mineral assemblage, often without displac 
ing the original bedding of the formations, requires the addition 
of elements from an outside source. These added elements indicate 
the nature of the ore-transporting medium which is ooming from an 
outside source,

The evidence is that the ore-transporting medium 
is a dilute concentration of sodium, magnesium, potassium, calcium 
and iron silicates, or carbonates, or both, in an aqueous gas. 
The most common element so far encountered is sodium. There is con 
siderable potash and magnesium. True addition of calcium is rare. 
Iron addition is also found. Invariably the cation of these elements 
is silicate or carbonate, the latter more rarely.

Host rooks are invariably made up of some
combination of silica, alumina, iron, sodium, potassium, calcium 
and iron silicates, magnesium with oxygen and minor amounts of other 
elements. This means that there is wide variation in both the host 
rook and the ore-bearing solutions* Thus it is impossible to predict 
which mineral assemblage will be diagnostic for any mineral area. 
Within a single mining area the host rooks, and the ore solutions, 
tend to remain remarkably constant.

The first undertaking, in beginning to work in 
a new mineral area, is to determine the nature of the alteration 
around a known deposit, if a known deposit exists.

It is also necessary to determine the size of
the alteration halo around a known orebody as the amount of reaction 
of the ore-bearing solutions, with the oountry rook, varies from one 
mining area to another, for one reason 5 because of the difference in 
temperature of the solutions.

The amount of ore which will be carried by
solutions is related to the volume of these solutions* If the volume 
is halved the amount of ore will be halved, other conditions being 
equal, but the amount of surface alteration will not be halved. This 
is because the volume is related to the cube of the radius of the 
 Iteration halo. Thus, as the size of the alteration halo decreases, 
with regard to the size of the halo around a known ore deposit, the 
possibility of the alteration halo enclosing an orebody drops off 
very rapidly. Thus, having found the size and intensity of an halo 
around a commercial orebody, we have a good indication of the size 
of halo we should be looking for. We also know that halos much 
smaller th-n those found around the commercial ore would be of 
marginal possibility for ore contained within them.
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Although our methods of rook mineral analysis
give quantitative determinations for less cost* by a wide margin, 
than any other method of analysis of comparable accuracy, there is 
still a considerable expense involved. It is not possible, both 
because of time and expense, to take an unlimited number of samples 
and make an unlimited number of analyses, our endeavour is to get 
the maximum amount of information from the minimum number of anal 
yses, without taking a chance of missing any information of eoonomio 
importance.

i1 or economy of sampling it is neoessary to adopt
a systematic method of sample collecting. The samples are collected 
on a grid ana the apaoing of the grid is governed by the siBe of the 
alteration halo around the known deposit. Our experience to date 
indicates that the spacing of 400 feet, on an equidimensional grid, 
will be oure of locating the alteration halo around the known ore* 
bodies, yet will prevent the collection of an unnecessarily large 
number of samples,.

Application to the Timagnmi area l
The interest in the Tiraagami area comes from

the recent development of commercial orebodies on Timagami Island 
by Temagami Mining Company.

Before attempting to survey your property it
was necessary to make a survey of the region about the known deposit 
to ascertain the size and intensity of the alteration halo*

Enclosed is a map showing the distribution of
samples that were collected, and analysed, from the region around 
the orebodies of Timagami Mining.

In order that our evidence of the normal oomposi- 
ition of the various rook types would not be too localized we also 
collected over 1000 samples, and made quantitative determinations /Kjftp 
from them, over the general area from Timagami Lake to Cobalt and 1 
to South Lorraine. This given us quantitative information of the 
mineral composition,of the rooks of all types, on a scale never 
before obtained by any oorapanjr, Suffioient samples wer* obtained 
from ea di rook type, both near and far from orebodies, thnt we are 
able to establish the normal composition of each rook type - and 
also to detect any variation from that normal, Enclosed is a map 
of the region from Temlekamlng lake to Timagami Lake on which are 
shown the loout!one of the reconnaissance samples that were collect- 
ed to form the basic data for the investigation. The nap does not 
show the location of the detailed sampling around Cobalt or the 
detailed sampling around Timagami Mining, The sampling at Timagami 
Mining is shown on the detailed maps at a scale of 1320 feet to the 
inch.
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Mineralt present.

The following minerals were determined to be 
present. Any mineral present in quantity greater than 1# of tht 
rook can be determined quantitatively. Minor mineralt are indicated 
but the quantitative determination it not at reliable *hen the araoun 
Of the mineral falls below 1^. The mineralt litted in the following 
list are all that are present in the rooks, together making up at 
least 99#of the rook.

Quartz..............8102

Orthoclase felspar.,KAlSl303 

Albite felspar......]

Biotite Mioa.

Mutoovitt mioa.....

Chlorite

Calcite. . . . . . . . . . . . Ga 003

D ol omi t e -Anke ri tt . Ca(MgFt)C03

A determination of total iron wat made, for ever 
sample, by x-ray fluorescence.

It will be noted, from the li tt of chemical
forma l l , that the alkali and alkali-earth elements potassium (K) . 
Bodium(Na), Calcium (Ca) and Magnesium (Me), art confined to certain 
specific minerals and are missing from o the rt. For inttanot the 
sodium is confined to the albite felspar. Any great increase in the 
amount of alb! tt, over that normally in the rook, would havt to be 
accompanied by an addition of sodium from an outtidt sourot. There i 
it no other mineral containing sodium from which that element could 
be obtained.

Laboratory procedure*

The sample t we r* ground" to -200 mesh and 
analysed by x-ray diffraction and x-ray fluoresoenoe.

Fitld procedure

Mapping is done from air photographs enlarged to 
a toale of 400 feet to one inch. A 400 foot grid it superimposed on 
the photograph and the field man navigates through the buth until 
ht determines that he is at the exaot location of the Intersection 
of the grid.

If rook is exposed at that particular point, 
careful note is made of the nature of the rook and a visually 
representative sample is collected. The geologist it in continua 
contact with the rook and constantly looking for changes in rook 
typt.
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If there le no rook at the intersection the 
 ample is taken from the nearest exposure and the new position noted

Samples are Individually packaged, numbered, 
and sent to the laboratory for analysis.

The grid coverage ensures that the field man
covers every part of the property and that no part of the visible 
rook is given special attention over any other part of the property. 
The field man, being a trained geologist, also notes the structural 
features of the strata. Because the sample collector is required to 
break off oamples of the rook at the frequent intervals of the grid, 
and to note the nature of the rook, as far as it can be determined 
visually, he narries the geological mapping along as the samples are 
collected. Thus a geological map is produced, inoidently to the 
mineralogical and petrologioal evidence, which map is the equivalent 
of any geological map produced as a separate undertaking*

Thus the survey produces a geological map,
which it* nil that a geological aurvey produces, but in addition 
produces a wealth of mineralogical anfl petrologioal information 
which cannot be obtained by any other means.

Geology - rirnagami General M

Knolodod iB a map of the aroa between Timegarni
Lake and Lake Tom!okowing, which includes the Oobalt, Timagami and 
South Lorraine Mining araas. It is to be noted that the zuajor 
portion of the area is covered by Huronian Sediments (Cobalt Series) 
and Niplsslnc -Diabase which intrudes the sediments, These rooks are 
much younger than the underlying Keewatin lavas and Temiskaraing 
sediments, although thn rooks are all precambrian.

It will be noted how the lavas, and the granites
which Intrude them, appear through "windows" in the cobalt sediments 
It should also be noted that the Cobalts gradually encroach on the 
Keewatin lavas as we proceed farther west, completely covering the 
older rooks a short distance to the west of the Timagami Mining ore.

One problem which is of importance in searching 
for other orebodies is to determine whether or not the ore of Tim 
agami Mining was emplaoed before, or after, the Cobalt sediments 
were deposited. There is no doubt that the ore oft the Cobalt camp 
is later tfcan the sediments as the ore occurs largely in these rooks 
and, to a lesser extent, in the Hipi soins Diabase which is even later

The ore at Timagami Mining occurs in the lavas
(Keewatin) and, although there are Oobalt sediments a short distance 
away in vearly every direction, there are no Cobalt rooks known 
directly over the orebodies. There is no nipissing for an even great 
er distance.

Alteration halos, even around the smallest of
commercial orebodies, are big. Dimensions are in miles rather than 
feet. Because there is only a limited exposure of Keewatin around 
the Timagami Mining it would be unlikely that the whole alteration 
halo would be exposed. To the northeast toward Timagami townsite



the lavas are exposed for many miles* If the Timagarai orebodlee 
are surrounded by a hydrothermal alteration none, that Bone should 
not extend for the full length of the exposure of lava* For this 
reason, in our extensive preliminary sampling of the general Cobalt- 
Timagarai area prior to making the survey of your property, samples 
were taken along this stretch to be sure that the outer edge of the 
halo would be picked up. This sampling, because of economic factors, 
had to be done on a reconnaissance basis.

Location of the property. V) K P 3

The claims, T-3793? to T-37948 inclusive are 
located in the east central part of Scholes township. Ontario. 
The claim group is located around the central part of Oull Lake. 
Many of the claims are covered by the waters of that lake.

Access

The property can be reached by canoe from 
Timagarai Lake, good portages being maintained.

Best access to the property is by seaplane 
from Timagami, Hew Liskeard or Morth Bay.

Geology of the Claim Group K "i /\ p

All of the exposed rook on the property is 
nipissing Diabase.

Immediately to the east of the property there
is a low-lying area which appears to be underlain by Keewatin lavas* 
In the search for outcrop around the property it was necessary to
extend the traverses beyond the property boundaries to the northwest 
to the nearest outcrops. Here a cliff of diabase rises west of Oull 
lake and, at the base of the cliff amongst the rubble, a small out- 
crop was found which appears also to be lava*

Over a mile to the southwest of the property,
on the north of Turtleshell lake, another exposure of Keewatin lava 
protrudes through the Diabase.

Collectively, these indication are that the
nipissing lies directly on top of the Keewatin lavas over much 
of Scholes township. There is no sign of Cobalt sediments under the 
Nip!seing. The lavas are slngularily devoid of any pillow or flow 
structure which would determine the attitude of the flows.

The Hipissing Diabase is also singular!ly
devoid of structural features except the block and columnar jointing 
which is common to this rook type. No faults were distinguished in 
either the J)iabase or the underlying lavas anywhere in the vicinity 
of your property. The rugp.ed topography oan be attributed to the 
blocky nature of the .Diabase and the effect of glacial erosion of 
the comparatively thin, (200 to 400 feet) covering of Diabase over 
the lavas.
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Distribution M.nps

is a mpp whioh shows the distribution of samples whioh v/ere collected around the Tlroagarai Mining property to determine whether or not there was art hydrothermal alteration zone around the ore. In addition, many more samples were collected over the whole ilmagumi , Cobalt, South Lorrain* region In order that we would hove quantitative evideno* of the nnture of the different rook types, both near orebodies and far removed from any known ore* (The locntion of theee widespread samples, except the detailed emnpl inf; around r;o"belt, is shown on the large l* to l mile map previously mentioned )

"Kaoh of the samples was quantitatively analysed,The mineral that were found to be present were listed previously in this report. The amount of each individual mineral in each sample was recorded. From the accumulated data mineral distribution maps were made. These maps ohoy tjhe distribution v over the area invest* JfcatedA nof one mineral only*

The values on the r.iaps, plotted beside the dotswhioh show the sample locations, are in recorder units. The same i ' unit s vrere ufl 'or e{j oh mi ne ra l .

The contours and oolors on the nyapa whow the a amount* of that ono mineral whioh are present in the various parts oof the pro^prty. 
follows;

The aeue color eoheme is used throughout and lo as

?uight green 
Yellow 
Grunge 
) ink
Light JJlue 
Lark .Blue 
I'urple

amount, 
larger amount

amount

For minerals of general diatribution, such as qunrte. the oclor aohoiae le arranged so that the oolor indicates approximately nn equivalent amount of eaoh mineral, with yellow the average content of thut mineral in rooks taking in most of Canada. Considering the rook typo involved, the most extensive oolor indioat ee the rive race content of that one mineral in that one rock type.

For thoee minerals whioh are abnent over l stretches nnd only developed locally, the oolor scheme is a direct indication of the amount developed. Thus dark groen indicates a very omall development, or none at all, and purple indicates a very heavy development, with the other oolors in the scale above being intermediate. The purple oolor indicates that the rook is practic ally one mineral only.



To obtain the full value from the mapt it ie
neoennary to relate the mineral dlutributlons to the known geology* If a particular concentration of a^y one mineral oan be correlated 
with a particular geological formation, wherever that formation 
occurs in the area under invefitigntion, then the mineral concentrat 
ion ie quite probably a primary feature of the formation.

If, on the other hand, the miners! concentration 
cannot be related to a particular formation, but only to a portion 
of that formation, or extends into more than one formation, having 
cross-cutting relationships, then we have two possibilities;

a. The elements in the original minerals in the 
rook h/ivo been regrouped and re crystallized, to form new minerals. 
This is the prooess of metamorphism and dots not involve the addit ion, or aubtraotlon, of any material from that already present in 
the rook.

b, Kateriak from un outside nouroe has reacted 
with tlm raineraln in the rook to form new minerals. The reacting 
ma t or i ak may be anything front molten rook magma to pure water vapour 
Hot aqueous solutions, (Aqueous - hydro, hot - thermal) ara pre dominantly water in v/hicl' many elements are dissolved, 'i'hie differs 
from r macron in that the ditsrolved ma t e ri ak is incapable, by itself, 
of forming an igneous rook.

By determining the nature of the unaltered rooks and also of the altered rooks, we oan, by subtraction, determine 
whether the alteration is due to the addition of magmatic material 
or of hydrothermally transported material. Metallic orebodien are 
almost universally trrnrportofl into place by hydrothermal l solutions.

Objective

Our objective to to find concentrations of
mineral* whlo.h cannot be directly related to Known geological 
formations. Then to determine whether theoe concentrations are the work of hydrothermal solutions. Vfe are especially looking for 
oo r* can t ra t ions of minerals showing that the eaiae solut lorne have bten 
active which h*ve been demonstrated to be the ore-transporting 
meilurn for Known ore deposits, Naturally we will not overlook eny 
evidence of the activity of any kind of hydrothermal solutions.
Evidence from the known deposit

The enclosed series of maps bearing the title 
Temagami Area 11 , show, with ca^i mineral on a separate map, the 
distribution of uljL of the minerals present in the area. Some of 
t he B R are very oorTroe, thus the Map turns out to be nearly all dark 
green. Other Minerals are widely distributed in quantity and the map 
is preeminently of one of the intermediate oolors such as yellow.
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where the mineral le present in quantity the
color ie dark blue or purple. This nay indicate the presence of a 
rook type which lo largely composed of one mineral, tmoh as quartz 
ite, or it may indicate tin abnormal concentration where the original 
minerals have been completely displnoed by one new mineral.

Ve can now proceed to the consideration of the 
distribution of the various mineral e around the Tiwagaiui fining 
orebodies. From the extensive knowledge of the nature of the normal 
content of minerals in the various rook typen - in the Nipianing 
Di abase i in the Cobalt sediments, in the Tenrt shaming sediments and 
in the Keewatin lavas - we will be looking for o distribution of 
minerals in the rocks around tho Timagaiai Mining orebodles which 
is not a typical distribution over the general region.

Our knowledge of the mineral composition of
the various rock typee is based on accurate quantitative analyses 
made on over twenty thousand samples collected across Canada from 
Chibougamau to Beaverlodge.

1'otash felspar h i A r ' ,
This map is considered firstly 

as it is typical of the very scarce minerals, This mineral is only 
scarce in the Timagami area. In other parts of the country it is 
the preeminent rook-forming mineral. In the Timagami area it is 
only found in the granites in ony significant quantity. It is notable 
that, with the granites being fairly high in potaoh, (in both felspar 
and mica), there is no sign of a potnoh oonoentration around the ore 
If the ore oauie trow the granite, cs many geologiatf) vmuld Inuiot, 
then the ore, being an end product of the granite solidification, 
according to these opinions, should be accompanied by potash.

The potash felspar Is almost completely winning
from your property and can have no significance with regard to oro- 
depoaition.

Albite felspar f''l A V"*
j'ost of the plagioclase felspar

in the area is q&te close to albite in composition. Technically, our 
plotting on the map should bo called "plagioclase felspar** as this 
term includes the albite and also those felspars which contain some 
what more calcium than albite.

The average content
the rocks in the Timagami area, is such 
color, ( 50 t o 100 units), except in trie 
which contains o much higher percentage 
oonoentration of albite around the ore. 
albitieation, which is highly diagnostic
is not a factor in the emplacement of the Tlmagami or*

of albite, through all of 
as to give a light green 
granite in the northeast 
of albite. There is no 
Tt is quite evident that 
in some other mining camps,
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Mica ! M^ V'' j
\7o con distinguish the two varieties of mica

muscovite and biotite, In the urea, but the two variation are elosrl 
intermingled and nothing nofvip to bo f,. Inert by plotting them neparat 
aly. Accordingly they or^ plotted on o single mnp culled "mica*1 *

This rnr* p lo a very /rood indication of the di at ri 
bution of a mineral which IB rala table to o particular ecological 
formation* The concentration, (yellow and oranee) , fcorons the center 
Of the map le directly related to the band of acid volcanics. tThes* 
are variously called rhyolite or f*asnentnl by the government geolog 
i ste, '.C he uiiou in apparently a normal constituent of the formation 
and i e not connected v/lth tho ore*depoaition In rany way.

The granite, in the northeast, also contains
considerable mica and there is Q variable amount in the Cobalt 
sediments.

inim content of th*3 bftBic lavoa, which are 
the hoRt rorke of the ore, is conepiououBly low.

thfr f t in the w
hl of t.)ie 
jmrt of th* n?np t

fe&e, in

j.ifcf the other j.Math-bee ri nf. aincr^l, felspar, 
there it, no inSie&lion of a o on centra 11 on of mica around the pre.

Amphibole \ \ | \ \ -- f ;
'i'hi t. :-Jn*rfll IR exclusively confined

to the ttorer- occurrence 0- of MpiitBlng ^l^baac" in t .he wep-tern purl 
of the I'Uij' urea. There is obvlouuly no connection v.lth the ore.

The distribution of quurlfc follov/u very
closely the UiefcyJbution of the rook types. There i.o practically no 
quarte in the- basic InvAt;. Thn othr-r rorke have- ubout 100 to 1^0 
units of qur.rtz, (ftbout uvoraj^e for i.-ioct novyion roelco). 1'ortione of 
the rhyolite, us hi^h quartr, ip r, cliaraoterintic of thift roc}: t^e, 
have ueoi'dftdly higher v^lv.r'p which are vrll abov0 uveiv-'j-xs (orange 
and red). Tt iu not potiidblr to Bay th';t the hitjn values are caused 
by the audition of yilio* but it is to be noted that the quart?, 
hifth surrounds tho aron v/himi tho oro occurs, on i.he oaftt,south and 
went,

Oulorite \ '\ 'N ^ \ ^
The v*nnio 3.r?ve, in the iwiediate

vicinity of the orel'Odieo, ie cor^-osed olinont entirely of the 
mineral chlorite. Tjiie ir. not the nosvtel rrituation in "cho bucic litVf. 
There io KaxKKiix about l^'O to 200 units of chlorite in the basic 
lavas - in this place the avern^o is about l^'O. In the basic lavas 
throughout the Teraiskamin;^ area the average content of chlorite is 
about 60 units. There is R greater amount of plagioclase felepur, 
mica, and some quartz. These minerals,in the vicinity of the ore, 
have been completely converted to chlorite and calcite.



To convert the minerals mentioned above tochlorite* is not si simple matter of rearrangement of flPr.innts, The chlorite* iej i\ hydrated iron-magnebium silicate. It ia oonplotely lucking in calcium, sodium, potassium and aluminium - nil of which wer;1 prenerit 1n the minerals which havf disappeared,

v/h en the rook i e noarly fill chlorite there i e a very t:reat Increase in the amount of iron arid magnesium over that wae in the rooks originally. ThiB oan only be accounted for by the nddition of iron and magnesium from an outside bourne,
The orubodiee occupy a central position with ard to tho rshJoritff development indi ostium that thli development IB directly rc-lrted. to tne introduction df the oro. W,e or solution  have been hi^h in riiaijnesium and iron*

Carbonate ' ' l\ \* i l
Tiifi highly ohioritieed rook, above, oonBietn ooutmtially of chlorite und calcite.

(Juloito, calcium carbonate (CaC03) ooneisto of calcium and carbonate only, i'he formation of chlorite, from tho niin^:ouls pre/iouely present in the; rank, left uovorol element n which woro in the oricinul rook but which are not prouent in the olrilorite* One of theee elemcmtc v/aB calcium* This element ie now accounted for by the presence of the calcite which aocjoapanies the chlorite. There in not, /iowever t any possibility of tho carbon in the nalrttf coming from t*ie oritin&l rock. Therefore we Must account for thf carbon nn nn introduction from an outt/ide cource,

tho
The

Tn tho oRee of ciiloK'ito we had to nccount for introduction of the wafineoiuri und i i'on fro:.. DU outside oouroe. ium; and iron v/ere combined with silica to for/a tiiO iron- eilicate . chlorite. There ie no problem of explaining the silica in the chlorite OB Uiia element oould have come from the in UK* original rook.

in thfl form of wagnooium and iron carbonate has bpf-n added to Uie original rock. Xhoso .Uf.vo caused the of the original minurulb in tho rook. A gone W1. 3. chemionlinteraction 
nffinity, the 
and the

tnken 
nnloiuni 

anal
chemical 
tiio c

uud ( following the* IHV^S o:t" 
ended up ir* combination with iron i n coubl nation vrith thf nilioH.

There ia oii^ othfcr factor whicn must be explain ed cs P^J introduction j rom an outside courco hntl that ifl the ore. The ore was transported by ore-bearing oolutionc. The evidence is tl.'Bt iron md nnBnesiutn carbonate B were added to l he rook SB wefcl ae tiie ore* 'j'Mip the rvJcamoe ift ti'iat l, .t ore-bcarii^; solutions t:n hydrous oolut5,on of ii-on and H'H^uoi-lun carl onvtes.

It will bo noted thr.t the carbonate alterationin not confined BO rigidly to the basic lavas as is the chloritiz ation but spreads laterally into the acid lav^o t*e well.
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iron. IS -
Tae determination o i' total iron was made

quite Independently of the determinations of the mineral content of 
the ro oka, "und by u different pronoun, the Iron determination shows, quantitatively, the amount of iron In the rook Irrespective of the chemical oouibinationo. J-ron this we nrc able to determine whether 
the various iron minerals contain all of the iron, or who thor the 
iron IP present in the fora of iron oxides or iron sfclphides. fie ara 
also able to determine whether the iron-magnesium silicate mineral 0 are uniform throughout the urea investigated. If the amount of iron 
doee not vary directly with the amount of ferromagnesian minerals 
we can then determine that, for the same mineral, there in wore 
magnesium t. nun iron in one part of the property than another*

This is exactly the oaee In tne 'flmagaml area
where the chlorite and iron peaks do not correlate direotly, AB the 
ore le approached the iron become* IOPP, although there is no co- 
responding decrease in chlorite. This indicated that the chlorite 
beoomen increasingly mafsneaiurafcrloh en the ore is approached, ehowin 
that the ore is more clouely rolated to the magnesium than to iron.

d ut/ P nti t ne d that the ore at Tiuagarai has 
been transported by uolutiuiio rich In magnesium-iron carbonate we 
can then proceed to exaidmi other parts of the country to see if we 
can find evidence of magnfsiuni-iron carbonate beinr active elsewhere Naturally we will be on the alert for Bipnn of the addition of any 
kind oi hydrothermal solutions.

'It will not necessarily follow that the evidenceof the notion of lron-maf;nesium carbonate solutions will be indicated 
by the development oi chlorite and carbonate. Tf the country rook 
changes radically in compo&ition the magnesium-iron carbonate iuay react to form other minerals. The carbon may appear as graphite, 
for instance.

Age Relationships of the O re e.

The cobalt- silver ore B of Cobalt are undoubtedly 
more recent t J mn the Kipieaini; Diabase ae the ores occur in that 
formation. AS the KipieBin/; intruded the cobalt* eedlments the ore is even younger than t h o sediments.

At '.tituac;ami the ore occurs in tne Keewatin lavas
and thfre is no cobalt directly over the ore to show whether the ore would extend up into that formation. However the chloritization, and the carbonatization, both of which are congenital with the oro, do 
extend into the Cobalt fcto.iruentft. Thus it is indicated that the ore 
at Yiniagami IB more recent thm* the Oobalt sediments.

Y he re ID no idpistiinc diabase close to the ore
as 1'ar UB ve now know. The nearest occurrences, those near th* gran 
ite on the northeast, do not show any evidence of either olo ri ti nat 
ion or carbonatiButlon, nor is there evidence of any kind of hydro 
thermal alteration. Thus we inuet proceed with the possibility that 
the Nipissing Diabase may be more recent than the ore, in which case 
the evidence from the surface of the Diabase will have no relation 
ship to the possibility of ore under the Diabase.
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Kvtdence from your clrtims f l I\\J ^, '/u-

All of tho exposed rook on the property le
Kipl Rnin{, lJir,bnee. Ae can T/e Been from the enclosed n^ologiosl 
juup of the property, there IB a considerable portion of the property 
that i o under overburden, This io ehfcfcfly boulder Tnorr/'ins, nradinK 
to rand In many pl^oee, ^raduully becoming lower ground which formed 
the b*ein of GuXl Lake.

Considering the various minerals ,HS the distribu 
tion maps indicate them on the property, we find;

Potash felupnr. H ^P \ "5
There le almost none of thie

mineral anywhere on t ho expo sou rook tmd certainly not enouch to be 
cant.

Albite felspar. M l \ l ' (
Tiie development of thin minoral

is lii^hly si(!,nif ioont in eoififc mining camps but ir of no rsi^nlfto- 
unoe in the Cobalt or Tiwa/ja^ni oaiaps. Vha distribution map showo 
that there IB u band of dlabaor onterin^ the norther fit oomer of 
tlie clnirfiB which has o higher felspar content than the rest of the 
diabase. Thie rocl: typo is fairly ooinruon and is sometirnftii called 
granophyre* It indicates one extreme of the nopunl variation of the 
ratio of flelupar to pyroxene in the rock that t s "nil mnpped as

quartz.
The quarts content of the dinbr\ao is

uniformly very low, indicating norms.lJ.ty in the JHabnne, Th^re i* 
rio evtdfcnoo of any eillcif i cation " one of the forma of hydrothermal 
alteration encounter ';d in other /lining oai.ps.

rottish felspar. r S i \ V*
This nineral i e ainost completely

Oomparieon with the diotribution of nicn, (the only other 
j- -'bcarine miurial), ohowe thut the developiaent of the little 

amount of potroh ?relf,pi,r is compliiaentary to the development of
it; no fconoiaic .iicutficonne to the dietribution of the email 

of potnp,h

ria.. n fi P '
Ae mentioned above, ,the wice and potftBh 

r s r-c- oompltruentury in tl^e dtnbane* There ia only a very 
Bma 1 1 amount of aiou developed. Tlio roauon v/hy mi OP develops in 
preference to the f el t pax iu probably due to tho presence of iiydro- 
xyl ion in the rock. The only ros^l difference botweon Huooovite "ioa 
l -.^-( AIM 04) j anc5 pot s; eh felupar KAlGl^OB ie the amount of OH which 
i 6 prf'tent l Yi the mica.

Carbonate. i i i\ ^ * '
'j'his ie one of the beet Indications

of the activity of possible ore-be?, ri ne. solutions ond, as far as the 
claim croup is concerned, indicates, by the total absence of any 
carbonatization, that there is no possibility of nn orebody, of the 
Tlmagaiai type, anywhere near the present surface.
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Chlorite The other significant mineral developed In the 
basic lavas at Timagami Mining wee Ohio rite. There is no development 
of any chlorite In the diabase exposed on your property.

iron, and be M A V" - ( tt 
the a^pkvbtfU a.i~c4 the Iron distribution served only to 

emphasise the variation In the diabase which is all mapped, and 
appears visually to be, a uniform rook*

Summary of Evidence.

All of the mineral distribution evidence shows
that there is, ns far as the exposed rock on the property is concern 
ed, a series of normal, diabase flows over the whole property. There 
Is no evidence of hydrothermal activity of any kind. There is no 
possibility of a hydrothermal orebody.

Further i'ossibilities,

The western half of the property la In low
ground and under the waters of Gull Lake. The email islands in the 
lake were observed by aerial reconnaissance and were apparently all 
boulders, as were most of the shores of Gull Lake.

In the extreme northwest of the property -
actually just beyond the property boundary, there is a prominent 
escarpment rising west of Gull Lake. Failing to find any rook 
exposures on the property, this escarpment was examined. It was 
found to consist of a dlibase flow apparently oVerlying Keewatin 
lavas. Only one sample of the lavas was obtained ae the base of 
the escarpment is covered by a talus slope.

In surveying the adjoining property to the north
one small outcrop of lava was found, amongst the boulder ridges, on 
the east side of Gull lake,

hoth of these samples of lava, the only o amp le s 
obtainable, are ohlori tilted beyond the nor-nftl chlorite content of 
the basic lavas. Also there is abnormal chlorite developed in the 
overlying Diabase.

These meager indications suggest that the low 
area which contains Gull Lake is the location of an exposure of 
Keewatin lavas showing through the Diabase, but now covered by 
glacial debris.

The localization of the chloritization in the
Diabase is considered l ' removed from your property boundary but, 
if there is a desire to do more exploration on this property, then 
some exploration of the extreme northwest corner of the property 
would be the beet posBlblllty. This is not to suggest that there Is 
any indication of mineral! ea tion in this part of the property. 
The only reason for drilling to pet additional samples In this part 
of the property would be for additional information about the 
alteration of the lavas which apparently underly this portion. If, 
and only if, these samples indicate high chloritization and carbon 
atization in the lavas, (no carbonate is Indicated from the two 
samples available) , would any farther exploration be justified.
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Conclusion,

on the basis of the evidence obtainable from
the exposed rook on the property, and extrapolating the evidence 
from the other properties which have been surveyed in the vicinity, 
there is no sign of any hydrothermal activity on your property 
whatever and there is no justification for any farther work on the 
ol nilas*

Yours sincerely,

RWJ/me It. w. Johns I',

} resident end 
General Manager.
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Report on Mineralotiioal and Petrologioal Investigation of Claims 
to T-37592. in Scholes Township. Ontario,

Nature of the Invest! Ration

When an orebody is emplaood in the rook, the
ore is carried into piece by very hot gases or vapours. The ore 
minerals are in solution in these vapours. Being very dilute and 
tenuous r there is a very immense volurae of vapour necessary to 
transport the ore into place.

An orebody is usually quite large, but the
volumo of very dilute gas, require^ to transport that volume or ore, 
is almost beyond comprehension. Yet this immense volume must have 
passed through the rooks, where the orebody is now found. Transport 
ation into place implies flow, and flow moans that there must have 
been a channelway along which the transporting medium oould pass. 
The f an t that the orebody is deposited in a certain plaoe lo the 
result of certain factors which have caused a change in the chemical 
equilibrium of the transporting medium and caused the minerals to 
precipitate from oolutlon.

The localization of the orebody may be due to
some local structure or condition but there can be no orebody if 
there has been no introduction of transporting medium - no matter 
the structure, or other concentrating devise, may be developed.

Although dilute, the ore- transporting medium
is a chemical solution, and will rea r: t with the oountry rook through 
which the solutions pass. Tt is very improbable that the passage of 
suoh a tremendous volume of solutions, as would be necessary to 
transport even the nmallost of commercial orebodies, oould have 
passed through the rocks without leaving some trace of the paeeage 
by reacting with the rook.

As the orebody is only a vory omnll portion of
the volume of gases, and the gases must have penetrated the rooks 
far beyond the limits of the orebody, the sine of the alteration



"halo" will be many times the size of the orebody. Thut the halo wil 
extend far beyond the boundaries of the ore and will give a much 
larger target for which to seek.

Where the orebody is under a lake, or over 
burden, the alteration halo is usually large enough that it will 
extend to the nearest outcropping of rook, where it nan be detected 
without expensive drilling*

There have been many attempts made to determine 
the Bhape and size, and the very exlstance, of an alteration halo 
and, occasionally, these have been successful. The main reason why 
the researchers have failed to show the presence of an alteration 
halo is that they have almost invariably been looking for an exotic 
mineral, or collection of minerals, which could be easily distinguish 
ed from the common rook-forming minerals.

Any quantitative determinations that were made 
were usually of some specific element, usually the diagnostic 
element of the exotic mineral which they were trying to use. The 
means of quantitative analysis has been too inaccurate to give the 
quantitative relationships of the common rook-forming minerals, or 
the elements which make up those minerals.

with the development of precise instruments for 
making quantitative analysis of the mineral content of rooks - 
a development which has taken place since World War II - it has 
been possible to determine the mineral content of rooks with 
sufficient rapidity that tha time element has been reduced to a 
reasonable amount, and sufficiently economical that precise mineral 
surveys can be made competitive with other accepted methods of 
evaluating properties.

Having a method that is economically feasible, 
it was a logical sequence that the vicinity of known ore-deposits 
should be examined to see whether there was indeed an alteration 
halo as predicted by logical deduction. Accordingly, examinations 
were made around the mines of porcupine, Beatty-Munro, Kirkland Lake 
Cobalt, Matatohewan. Gowganda, Rouyn, Cadillac, Malartie, ValDOr and 
Chlbougamau. A distinct, unique mineral assemblage was found around 
every producing orebody.

It is not sufficient to show that distinct
mineral assemblages exist around orebodies unless it lo also shown 
that such assemblies do not occur, in si ae and concentration 
similar to that around the known ore, in areas where there is no 
ore, Very large areas, of rook of identical composition to th"t 
which surroundo known orebodies, were systematically covered and 
there v/as not a single instance where halo e of similar sieo and 
concentration were found.

As the alteration halo is produced by the ore- 
transporting medium, it follows that there can be no orebody where 
there is no halo*



Of the mineral occurrences examined in the mining 
camps previously mentioned, In ^eyc-rv'Q-ftS^ _ tyw a lteration halo was
indi.cated by a change in the quantitatiYe yelation8hiial""of tht
—————————————^.^w*—— ———————^ Si ' Lcommon ro^-fpira{mr mineral a. No new minerals were developed, but 
the qucTntltative changes In ""the amounts of the common minerals, 
already present, woro such that the elements making up those minerals 
could not have supplied the elements in the new minerals simply by 
rearrangement of the original elements. To create the new mineral 
assemblage, often without displacing the original bedding of the 
formations, required the addition of elements from an outside source 
These added alemente indicate the nature of the ore-transporting 
medium which lo co/alng from an outside source.

The most common element in the ore-transporting
medium ia eppuvei-tly sodium, although there is considerable potash 
end magnesium. True f.ddition of calcium is rare. Iron addition i a 
also found. Invariably the cation of t he tie elementu is silicate or, 
more rarely, carbonate. We can thus determine th"t the ore-bearing 
solutions nrc dilute concentrations of aodium, magnesium, potassium, 
or calcium nil!oates, or carbonates, or both, in a uqueous

Although sodium hae proved, in our experience 
to date, to be the moat oom-non constituent in the ore-bearing 
solutions, it is by no means unique. Most host rocks are made up 
of Borne combination of nil!ea, magnesium, aluminium, iron, sodium, 
potassium, onlcium and minor amounts of other elements. This moans 
thit there le wide variation in both the host rooks and tilt ore 
solutions. Thus it...it; impossible, to ^radtot v.fhioh.Jumineral aesemblaKt 
will be dis^nopitlc for any mineral deposit. Howev'e'r'.' within a single 
mliifn'fF'arca, The^ iiost rocke ind the ore*~s~olutlons tend to 

".y coMtstnnt.

The first undertaking, in working in R new
mineral area, IB to determine tho nature of the alteration around 
E} known ore-deposit, if o known deposit exlete. v,\ .\ p i

Ae the amount of reaction Of the ore&earing
eolutiono with the country rook varies, from one aiining area to 
another, (for one reaaon because of the difference in temperature 
of the solutions), It if also neoeetary to determine the nice of 
the alteration fcslo P.round a known orebody* Knowing the size of 
the eltoration nround a known orebody, it is then necessary to decide 
whether or not the known orebody ie the size of orebody which would 
be desired or whother on* half the else, for instance, would be 
EfltiofGctory. The aiee of an orebody is related to the volumo of 
solutions which transported it. The surface indication of the pass 
age of that volume ie an area* The voluue varies as the cube, the 
area varies as the square, /herRfore the area of alteration produced 
by half the volume of solutions would be only a small amount smaller 
than for the full volume. Having found the sise and intensity of an 
halo around a ooioraeroial orebody, we hafce a t^ood general indication 
Of the si*e of hnlo that we would want to find. Ve would also know 
that halos much smaller would be of marginal significance aa to 
containing an orebody,



Althounh our methods of rook mineral analysis
give quantitative determination!! for lesc oont, by n wide margin, 
than any o thor mothod of analynin of comparable accuracy, thora le 
still o considerable oxpcnne involved. It is not possible, both 
because of time and expense, to take an unlimited number of oeraplet 
and make an unlimited number of analyses. Our endeavour is to get 
the maximum amount of information from the minimum number of anal 
yses, without taking a chance of ml suing nnythino; of economic sign 
ificance.

)''or the purpose of economy of BRNVpline it it
neoesaory to adopt D ryetcioatio method of sample collecting. The 
simple B nre oolleoted on a f,rid and tl^e spacing of the grid IB 
governed by the nise of tlie alteration iialo around the known deposit 
Our experience to date indinnten that a epaolng of 400 feet, on an 
equidiiaenaion^l crid, will be sure of locating the alteration halo 
around the known ore-bodies, yot avoido the col le oti on of -m unneeest 
ary numb o r of

Application to the Tlmagaml urea

Xhc interest in tlie Tiiiagaml area cornea from
the reoent development of oorasfleroial orobodiee on 'riia&fimni Island 
by Tiiaacaml joining Oonpuny.

Jieforo attempting to imrvfcy your property it
wes necessary to make R riur/oy of the region about the known deposit 
to ascertain the siee end intensity of the alteration halo,

Enclosed la a map cho win,, the distribution of
the samples that have been collected. and analysed, fro-n the region 
nround the orebodlea of Timagami Mining, . .n A r-' z
Minerals present

The following minerals were determined to be
present in quantity sufficient to be deteoted (plus l/^, ertd to 

up, oolleotlvely, at least 99,' of the rock;

Orthoclaae felepar.,,. XAl:; 

Albite felsptir........

Biotite miou..........

Muscovite Mica........

Chlorite, . . . , . . . , . . . , . H4(M{^e 5301209 

Araphtbole. . . . . . . . . . . . . Gnat Fft?A(j)fj( OH) 2(OJ-40n)2

Calcite.. , . ...... . .... CDOOj

Bolomite-Ankerite. . . . . Ca(MgFc) 003



A separate determination of total Iron was also

made for naoh na

It will 'be noted, from the list of chemical

formal! j tliflt thd alkali and alkali -jparth minerals potasHium (K), 

Sodium (Ha) f Snlolum (aa) arid Ka gn* alum (3I&) , ere confined to 

certain epeolilo minerals and tire missing from others. For Inn tanoe 

tii  sodium In confined to the albite folapar. Any great increase In 

the amount of alaite, over that normally In the rook, would have to 

be accompanied by e proportional addition of sodium from an outside 

eouroe. There la no other mineral containing sodtvua from v/hioh that 

element o on l d be obtained,

Laboratory procedure

The samples wero ground to -200 mesh and analysed 

by x-ray diffraction and x-ray tluoresoenoe..

Field procedure M /\ p l "l
Mapping is done from air photographs enlarged to

a scale of 440 feet to one inoh. A 400 foot grid IB superimposed on 

the photograph and the field man navii;atos through
 tho bush until 

he determines that he ir. at the exact location of the intersection 

of the grid.

If rook In exposed at tliat ^articular point 

careful note is made of the nnture of tho rock and a visuhlly 

representative sample Is collected.

If there is no rock c.t the intersection the 

sample is taken from the nearest exposure and- the new
 position noted

Samples "re individually numbered and packaged* 

They are sent to the laboratory for analysis.

The grid coverage ensures that the field man

oovera every pnrt of the property and thut no part
 of the visible 

rook le elvan npeoial attention over any other par
t of the property. 

The field man, being a trained geologist, also not
es the otruotural 

features of the strata. Because the sample collect
or IB required to 

break off samples of the rock at the frequent Inte
rsections of the 

grid, and note the nature of the rocky as It appea
rs visually to him 

he carries toe geological mapping nlonf, as the sam
ples are collected 

Thus a ecological map is produced, Inoldently to t
he mineraloglenl 

and petrolotftcnl evidence, which map Is the equiva
lent to any geol 

ogical map produced as a eeporate undertaking.

Thus the survey produces a geological map,

which is all that a geoloplcnl survey produces, bu
t in addition 

produces o great v/ealth of mineralogical and petro
loRioal informstlo 

which cannot be obtained by any other means*
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Geology - Timagami general |VJ A

Knolosed IB a map of the area between Timagami
Lake and Lake Temlskamirig, which inoludea the Cobalt and Timagami 
mining areas. It ie to be noted that the major portion of the area 
ie covered with Huronian sediments (Cobalt series) and nipissing 
Diabase. These rooks are much younger than the underlying Keewatin 
lavas and Teraiskaming Sediments. It will be noted how the lavas, find 
the eranites which intrude them, form a "window 1* in the Cobalt 
sediments. It should also be noted that the Cobalts gradually 
encroach on the Keewatin lavas to the west, completely covering the 
older rooks a short distance to the wesjt of the Timagami Mining ore*

One problem which is of importance in searching 
for other orebodies i e to eterraine whether or not the ore of 
Timagami Mining was emplaoed before, or after, the Cobalt sediments 
were deposited. There is no doubt that the ore at the Cobalt camp 
is later than the sediments as the ore largely occurs in those rooks 
and, to a lesser extent^ in the even later Nipissing Diabase.

The ore at Timagami Mining ooours in the Keewatlft
lavas and, although there are Cobalt sediments a short distance away 
in nearly every direction, there are no Cobalt rooks known directly 
over the orebodies. There is no Nipissing for an even greater dist 
ance

Because there is only a limited exposure of
Keewatin around the Timagami Mining, it would be unlikely that the 
whole alteration halo would be exposed. The ore is in the lavas and 
these are exposed for a considerable distance in the direction of 
Timagami townsite only. Additional samples were taken along this 
stretch to be sure to pick up the outer edge of the halo and to give 
unaltered rooks for comparison.

Location of the property

The claims, T-37?8l to T-37592 inclusive are
located in the western part of Scholes Township, Ontario. The claim 
group is located around the southern part of Eaglerook Lake and 
North of Turtleshell Lake.

Access

Logging trails, poorly maintained, reach the 
west end of Turtleshell Lake.

There is a portage from the trail to Emerald 
Lake eastward to Kaglerook.

Best aooesss to the property is by seaplane
from Timagami, New Liskeard or North Bay.

Geology-Claim group fY'| i\ y \ ^ ,

Lavas, of composition similar to the normal
basic layas including those at Timagami Mining, are exposed in the 
extreme southeast corner of the property. This area is low-lying 
and considerably drift-covered.
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nipissing diabase i whioh bonar* as the surface 
rook over most of the distance from the property to the west side 
of Timagami Lake, also covers the remainder of the property,

The northern claims of the group are largely
under the water of "laglerook Lake. This lake Is surrounded by low 
ground whioh Is drift covered,

There are no other rooks exposed on the property 
than the lavas and the Nipisslng .Diabase.

There is no sign of major faulting. The lavas 
appear through the Diabase where the latter has been eroded away 
by glacial action.

Mineral Distribution Map*

Each sample was quantitatively analysed. The
minerals present were listed previously in this report. The amount o 
of each mineral in each individual sample was recorded.

From the record of the mineral compositions of
the samples,mindral distribution maps were made. These map* show the 
distribution, over the whole area investigated, of one mfoera\ only.

The value* on the maps, plotted beside the dots 
whioh show the sample locations, are in recorder unit*. The same 
unit* are used for eaoh mineral. The contour* and oolor* on the 
map* show the amounts of that one mineral whioh are present in the 
various parts of the property.

The same oolor scheme is used throughout nil o f 
the map*, and is as follows;

Dark green .....*.... Lowest amount
Light green I
Yellow n
Orange o
Pink r
Light blue e
Dark blue a
Purple e

 Highest* amount

For minerals of general distribution, such a*
quarts, the oolor scheme is arranged so that the oolor indicate* 
approximately an equivalent amount of eaoh mineral, with yellow 
the average oontent of that particular mineral over an area taking 
in most of Canada*. Considering the rook type involved, the general 
oolor (the most extensive) indicate* the average oontent of that one 
mineral in that particular rook type.

For those minerals which are absent over large
stretches and only developed locally, the oolor scheme is a direct 
indication of the amount developed. Thus dark green indicate* a very 
small development, or none at all, and purple indicate* a very heavy 
development, with the other colors being intermediate. A purple 
color indioates that the rook is practically one mineral only.
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To obtain the full value from the maps it IB

necessary to relate the mineral distributions to the known geology. 
If a particular concentration of any one mineral can be correlated 
with a particular geoloci^al formation, wherever that formation 
occurs in the area under investigation, then the mineral concent 
ration is quite probably a primary feature of the formation*

If, on the other hand, the mineral concentration 
cannot be related to a particular formation, but only to a portion 
of theat formation, or extends into several known formations, having 
cross-cutting relationships, then we have two possibilities;

a. The elements in the original minerals in the 
rook have been regrouped and recrystallized, to form new minerals. 
This is the process of metamorphism and does not involve the addition 
or subtraction, of any material from that already present in the rooK.

b. Material from an outside source has reacted 
with the minerals in the rook to form new minerals. The reacting 
material may be anything from molten rook magma to pure water vapour 
Hot, aqueous solutions, (aqueous - hydro, hot - thermal) are predoml 
ently water in which many elements are dissolved. This differs from 
a magma in that the dissolved material is incapable, by itself, of 
forming an Igneous rook,

By determining the nature of the unaltered rooks 
and also of the altered rooks, we can, by subtraction, determine 
whether the alteration is due to the addition of magmatic material 
or of hydrothermally transported material. Metallic orebodies are 
almost universally transported Into place by hydrothermal solutions.

Objective

Our objective is to find concentrations of
minerals whioh cannot be directly related to known geological 
formations, then to determine whether theae concentrations are the 
work of hydrothermal solutions. We are especially looking for 
concentrations of minerals where solutions have been active whioh 
have been demonstrated to be the ore*transporting medium for known 
ore deposits. We will not overlook evidence of the aotivity of 
any hydrothermal solutions.

Evidence from the known deposit

The enclosed series of maps bearing the title 
"Temagami Area" show, with each mineral on a separate map, the 
distribution of all of the minerals whioh are present in the area. 
Some of these are very aoaroe, thus the map turns out to be nearly 
all dark green. Other minerals are widely distributed in quantity 
and the map is prademinently of one of the intermediate colors 
such as orange o l? yellow.

Where the mineral is present in quantity the
color is dark blue or purple. This may indicate the presence of a 
rock type which is largely composed of one mineral, such as a Quarts 
Ite, or it may indicate an abnormal oonoentration where the original 

si have be^w completely diaplaoed by one new mineral.
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Potash felspar H P\ ^
This map is considered firstlyas it is typical of the very scarce minerals. This mineral is only scarce in this particular Timagami area. In other parts of the country it is a predominant rook-forming mineral. In the Timagami area it i e only found in the granites. It is notable that, with the granites being fairly high in potash, (In both felspar and mica), there is no sign of a potash concentration around the ore* If the ore came from the granite, as arnny geologists insist, then the ore, being an end product of the granite solidification, according to their opinions, should be accompanied by potash*

Albite felspar M h k G
Most of the plagioclase felsparin the area is q&te close to albite in composition. Technically, our plotting on the map should be called "plagioclase felspar" at this term includes the albite and also those felspars which contain somewhat mot o calcium thnn albite*

The average content of albite, through all ofthe rooks in the* Timagami area, is suoh as to give a light green color. (j)0 to 100 units), except the granite in the northeast which contains a much higher percentage of albite. There ia no con cent rat ion of albite around the ore*

It is quite evident that albitization, which ishighly diagnostic in some other mining camps, is not a factor in the emplacement of the Timagami ore*

Mica h h P
We oan distinguish two varieties of micain the area but the two varieties are closely intermingled and nothing eeems to be gained by plotting them separately. Accordingly , they are plotted on a single map called "Mica".

This map is a very good indication of thedistribution of a mineral which is rela table to a particular geolog ical formation* The concentration, (yellow and orange), across the oenter of the map is directly related to the band of acid volcanics. These are variously called rhyolite or fragmental by the government geologists. The mica is appawkly a normal constituent of the form ation and is not connected with the ore-deposition in any way.

The granite, in the northeast, also contains considerable mica and there is a variable amount in the Cobaltsediment e*

The "ion content of the basic lavas, which are the host rooks for the ore, i e conspicuously low.

The mica content of the Nipissing Diabase, in the two occurrences in the western part of the map, show wide variation.

Like the other potash mineral, felspar, there is no Indication of R concentration of mioa around the ore.
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Amphibole M A ̂  ~/
Thia mineral is exclusively confined

to the three occurrences of Nipissing Diabase In the wee tern part 
of the imp area. There is obviously no connection with the ore.

quart* M K P M
The distribution of quarts follows very

closely the distribution of the rook types. There is practically no 
quarts in the basic leva s. The other rocks have about 100 to 1J?0 
units of quarts (about average for most ooromon rooks). Portions of 
the rhyolite, as high quarts is a character! a tlc of this rook type, 
have decidedly higher values, orange and red, which are well above 
average* It is not possible to say that the high values are caused 
by the addition of silica but it is to be noted that the quart a 
high surrounds the area,whrra the ore occurs, on the east, south and 
west*

Chlorite n A V'
The basic lava, in the immediate vicinity

of the orebodies, la composed almost entirely of chlorite. This is 
not the normal situation in the basic lava, although there is normal 
ly considerable chlorite in the lava. The other minerals normally 
in the loves, each as plagioclase felspar, mica, and 00 me quartz, 
have been completely converted to chlorite and calcite.

To convert the minerals mentioned above to
chlorite is not a simple matter of rearrangement of element s t The 
chlorite IB o hydrated iron-magnesium silicate. It is completely 
lacking in calcium, u odlum, potassium and aluminium - oil of which 
were present in the minerals which have disappeared.

When the rook IB nearly all chlorite there is a
very lauoh greater amount of iron and magnesium in the rook than there 
was originally. This can only be accounted for by the addition of 
iron and magnesium from an outside source.

The orebodies occupy a central position with
regard to the chlorite development and there is little doubt that 
t hi B development is dtroctly related to the introduction of the ore. The evidence is that the ore-bearing solutions have been high In 
magnesium and iron.

Carbonate : V ) ^ P 1
The highly ohloritixed rook, discussed 

above, consists essentially of chlorite and calcite.

(talcite, calcium carbonate (CaOQi) consists of 
calcium and carbonate only. In the formation of chlorite, from th* 
minerals previously present in the rock, there were certain elements 
which had been in the rock but which ore not present in the chlorite 
One of tliesc fllenanta wao calcium. This element is now accounted for 
by the presence in the calcite which accompanies the chlorite.

There IB no posnlbility of the carbon in the
carbonate coming from the original rook. Therefore we must account 
for the carbon ae an introduction from an outside source*



In the case of tho chlorite we had to account
for the introduction of the magnesium on* iron from aw outside aourte. 
The magnesium end iron were combined with the silica to form the 
iron-magnesium silicate - ohlorite. There was no problem of explain 
ing the ellioa in the ohlorite ae this element oould have come from 
the minerals in the original rock.

It it) thUB evident that the amt e rial whioh has
been added to tho orl&iwsl rook wae in the form of iron and magneslu 
carbonate. These have caused the breakdown of the original mineral B 
in the rook* A general chemical interaotion has taken place and, 
following the laws ol chemical affinity, the calcium ha B endtd up 
in combination with the *-arbonete and the magnesium and iron in 
combination with the eilica.

Tho are-bearing solutions were Magnesium arid 
iron oarbonate and f o rated the solvent, in water vapour, for the 
ore minerals .

Iron M ft l' i O
The determination of tfctal iron was made

quite independently of the determination of the mineral content of 
the rooks, and by u different process. The iron determination shows, 
quantitatively, the amount of iron in the rook irrespective of the 
chemical combination. From this we ore ablo* to determine whether the 
various iron Minerals contain nil of the iron or whether the iron is

? resent in tho form of iron ores or iron sulphides, '/e are also able 
o determine whether the Iron-magnesium mi nora l o are unifora through* 

out the area investigated* If the amount of iron does not vary 
directly with the amount of ferromagnesian minerals wo can then 
determine that, for the same mineral, the r o is more aisgneeluw than 
iron in one part of the property and more iron than magnesium in 
another part.

This is exactly the case in the Tlraagami area
where the chlorite and iron peaks do not correlate directly. As the 
ore le approached the iron becomes less, although t lie r e is no 
corresponding decrease In ohlorite. This indioates that the ohlorite 
becomes increasingly tongue Bium- ri oh as the ore IB approached, showing 
thft tiie ore le more cloeely related to the magnesium than to iron.

Having determined that the ore at Tinagami has 
been transported by solutions rich in magnesium carbonate we oan 
then proceed to examine other parts of the oountjry to see if we can 
find evidence of magnesium oarbonate elsewhere* Haturally we will be 
on the alert for si ens of the addition of any kind of potentially 
ore-bearing solutions.

It will not necessarily follow that the evidence
of the action of magnesium carbonate solutions will be indicated by 
the development of ohlorite and oarbonate. If the country rook 
changes radically in composition the magnesium-iron oarbonate may 
react to form other minerals. The carbon may appear as graphite, 
for instance*



Age Relationships of the Ore

The cobalt-silver ores of Cobalt are undoubted 
ly more reoent than the nipissing Diabnso a p, the ores occur in that 
fornvi 1 1 on. Aa the Nipissing Intrudes the Cobalt sediments, the ore 
le even younger than the sediments.

At Tinwgami the ore occurs in the Keewatin lavae 
and there in no Oobalt cllreetljry over the ore to show whether the 
ore would extend up into that formation* However the chloritization 
and the carbonatization, both of vrhtoh are congenital with the ore, 
do extend into the Cobalt sediments, '.'.'hue it le Indicted that the 
ore IB nore reoent than the Cobalt sediment e.

As far as the nipissing Diabase is oonoerned
there IB none of this rook type close to the ore as far as we now 
know. The nearest occurrences, those near the granite on the north 
east, do not show any evidence of either ohloritl Ration or carbon 
atization, nor is there any evidence of any kind of hydrothermal 
alteration. Thus we riust proceed with the possibility that the 
Nipisning Diabase may be more recent than the ore, in which case 
the evidence frora the surface of the Diabase would have no relation 
ship to the possibility of ore wider the Diabase. If the ore is 
later than the diabase then the solutions will have penetrated the* t 
formation and the evidence will bc- obtainable froia the* Burfaci*

Evidence fron the claims

Moot of the claim group in covert-d with nipiss 
ing Dinbase rmd riot the baoio levae as ut the Timagaial Mining. The 
basic lavas are exposed in the southeast part of the property.

By definition Diabase is a rook composed of a 
ferromagnesian mineral and a plagioclase felspar.

Aiiphibole K) A P l
This is the most common ferromagnesian

mineral in the diabase oo we will investigate the distribution of 
this ml ne r ft l firstly.

The striking fact about the distribution of
amphibole on the claim group is that there is conniderable variat 
ion in the amount of this mineral. This indicates that there is 
wide variation in the rocko which have been all mapped as diabase*

Some of the portions of the property where the
amphibole is low can be explained by the presence of pyroxene in the 
diabase* originally the diabase was all pyroxene and felspar. 
Spontaneously, some of the pyroxene breaks down to form aiaphibole. 
The chemical change i n v ery slight, requiring only the addition of 
some water. There is water present in the original rook, as steam, 
so there IB no problem of supplying the water and the prooesB can 
proceed spontaneously*
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ft p i C Albite
The development of this mineral le highly 

significant In noiue mining omaps but it hns no significance in 
Cobalt or Tlmagaigji, The dlntri button imp ahowo that there in P band 
of di A base across the olnlms which Is of higher felspar content 
than thfl rest of the diabase. This rook type is fairly common and 
is sometimes called granophyre. X t indl oates one extreme of the 
normft\ variation of the ratio of felspar to pyroxene.

M i \ v \' r n ' ' The qunrtis content of the diabase in
uniformly very low. There is a considerable amount of qunrta in the 
basio lava in the southeast corner of the property* This amount of 
quartz lo quite normal for basio lavas but is higher than the amount 
of quarte found around the Timagarai Fining orebodies*

The quarts content indicates noira&lity in both 
the diabase and lava.

r j i *\ V j J Potash felspar
This nil ne ra l is almost completely

al)8ont. There le not enough to fall within the normal contouring 
tf*iiK6, for thia mineral, of ^0 unit intervals. On the map the dashed 
lines Indicate sub- con t ours of 10 units. Comparison with the 
distribution of mica, (the only other potassium-bearing mineral), 
shows that the development of the little amount of potash felspar 
is complimentary to the development of mica*

There Is no economic significance to the 
contribution of the imall amount of potash felspar.

i\ \ i\ y ' \ y, Hi ea
1 l ' A As mentioned above the mica and potash fel 

spar are complimentary in the diabase. In the southeast corner of 
the property here is a considerable development of mica in the 
basio lava. This is about the normal content of mica in the basio 
lavas over e v/lde area. The development is much higher than that 
found immediately around the Timagarol Mining ore.

M i \ o i (A a' l M ' l ' This is one of the best indloations of
the action of possible ore-bearing solutions and, as far as the 
claim group is concerned t indicates, by the very meager development 
in the center of the property, that there is no possibility of an 
orebody, in the diabase, anywhere near the present surfaoe.

The occurrence of slightly abnorioal carbonate 
in the central portion of the property oould be an Indication of 
some carbonate activity under the diabase* If this were the case 
tha alteration should hive extended laterally so that it would show 
in the basic lavas in the aoutheaot part of the property* It should 
be noted that the property maps are on a soald of 400 feet to the 
inch while the map of the carbonate alteration halo at the Timagami 
Mining is on a scale of 1320 feet to the Inch. The alteration halo 
at Timagami Mining is larger than the whole claim group under con 
sideration. The fact that there is no sign of any alteration in the
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lavaa 10 ft coocl indication thnt there its n6t an alteration halo of
the si K" of that r round Tiiineaml anywhere* on the property.

/,. v Chlorite
There IB no significant developrar-nt of

chlorite in t,he diabase, ^ae few Minor developmente do not 
with the Weak carbonate r.onet.

fi chlorite in the basic lavau ie nbout normal
for the ae rooko.

i i i\ t) 'i \ r rcmr l 'N '' '-" Tho iron distribution tervee only to
oi&phaoiBo tho variation in the diabase which is all mapped, and 
appears visually to be, an uniform rook. The amount of iron in the 
bauio lawa le about norjaal .

of /ividenoe

All of the mineral dletrlbution evidence ehowathat thern le, on the clt lw ci'oiip, a neriee of nyy/gal diabase flows 
overlyJn;-, noj^j&l bat; i c lavas. There le no^ Inciioail'pn orf any. .focEQ- 
titfjjivt^.X af!J?vTl.'/ of the extent or^intcmBity yhlcjti. tc^fleB&clated 
wlih commeroial orebodies. .There ie no posfiibiiity of finding an 
hydrotherjiisl ore-depoBit.

i'h* extrerae north end of the property io mostly 
under the waters of Jjaglerook lake. Thin lake lo in o low-lyinc 
part of tjie country. Farther north, on tiie vrnst cide of thin lake, 
thcr - is K conuiO.erablt* rxpuMire of b^ttio lav ne. Thin expoour* 
extends far to the v.^st to JfeAerf;lti lake. At lluernld lake tlierp is 
t c;old nine, fonaerly producing.

The niiOi'Cifl of 3'aclorook luke ere low and comp 
osed of (facial bouldera. GoriBiderable time was spent traversing in from the chore to -h*- property boundary in nearrh of rook outcrop but nonfj u'CJ'e fov.nd*

It any further exploration is desired for the 
elulm group it should be in the form of drilling under 3Sai?l*rook 
lake. The purpoue of au oh drilling would be solely to get rook 
samples to compare with the rest of the property. If the rook 
proves to be highly altered, rmd only under thin oircu^aetonce, 
thtm further drill i ni.: io justified,

On -the basle of tho evidence obtninablc from the 
exposed rook on the property, m iO extrapolating that evidence for 
n distance which oovere till but the- extreme north tip 00 the property 
tiiere le no justification i'or tuiy further work on the nlairaa.

Youre sincerely.

RWJ/iue R. W. JBrtins y. J?nn.

President nnd Oenernl Manager
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Nature of the Investigation

v/hen an orebody it einplaoed in the rook, the 
ore is carried into place by very hot gases or vapours. The ore 
minerals are in solution in these vapours. Being very dilute and 
tenuous, there is a very immense volume of vapour necessary to 
transport the ore into place.

An orebody is usually quite large, but the
volume of very dilute gas,required to transport that volume of ore, 
is almost beyond comprehension* Yet this immense volume must have 
passed through the rooks, where the orebody is now found. Transport 
ation into place implies flow,and flow means that there must have 
been a channelway along which the transporting medium oould pass. 
The fact that the orebody is deposited in a certain place is the 
result of certain factors which have caused a change in the chemical 
equilibrium of the transporting medium and caused the minerals to 
precipitate from solution.

The localization of the orebody may be due to
some local structure or condition but there can be no orebody if 
there has been no introduction of transporting medium - no matter 
how beautifultythe structure,or other possible concentrating device,
may be developed.

f
Although dilute, the ore-transporting medium

is a chemical! solution, and will react with the country rook through 
which the solutions pass. It is very improbable that the passage of 
such a ttremendouB volume of solutions, as would be necessary to 
transport even the smallest of commercial orebodies, oould have 
passed through the rooks without leaving some trace of the passage 
by reacting with the rook.

As the orebody is only a very small portion of
the volume of pases, and as the o*ses must have penetrated the rooks 
far beyond the limits of the orebody, the size of the alteration



"halo" will be many times the size of the orebody. Thus the halo 
will extend far beyond the boundaries of the ore and will give a 
much larger target for which to seek.

Where the orebody is under a lake, or over 
burden, the alteration halo is usually large enough that it will 
extend to the nearest outcropping of rook*

There have been many attempts made to deter 
mine the shape and siee, and the very existance, of an alteration 
halo and, oooaesionally, these have been successful. The main 
reason why the researchers have failed to show the presence of an 
alteration halo is that they have almost invariably been looking 
for an exotic mineral, or collection of minerals, which oould be 
easily distinguished from the common rook-forming minerals*

Any quantitative determinations that were made 
were usually of some speoifio element, usually the diagnostic 
element of the exotic mineral which they were trying to use. The 
means of quantitative analysis has been too inaccurate to give the 
quantitative relationships of the common rook-forming minerals, or 
the elements which make up those minerals*

With the development of precise instruments for 
making quantitative analyses of the mineral content of rooks - a 
development which has just taken place since World War II - it has 
been possible to determine the mineral composition of rooks with 
sufficient rapidity that the time element has been reduced to a 
reasonable amount, and sufficiently economically that precise 
mineral surveys can be made competitive with other accepted methods 
of evaluating properties*

Having a method which is economically feasible
it was a logical sequence that the vicinity of known ore-deposits 
should be examined to see whether there was indeed an alteration 
halo as predicted by logical deduction* Accordingly, examinations 
were made around the mines of Porcupine, Beatty-Munro, Kirkland Lake 
Cobalt, Matatohewan. Gowganda. Rouyn, Cadillao, Malartio, ValDOr and 
Chibougaraau and a distinct.unique mineral assemblage was found 
around every producing orebody*

It is not sufficient to show that distinct
mineral assemblages exist around orebodles unless it is also shown 
that such assemblages do not occur, in size and concentration 
similar to that around the known ore, in areas where there is no 
ore. Very large areas,of rook of identical composition to that 
which surrounds known orabodiee, were systematically covered and 
there was not a single instance where halo a of similar siwr and 
concentration were found.

As the alteration halo is produced by the ore*,
transporting medium, it follows that there can be no orebody where
there is no halo* -
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In every ea se. of the mineral ooourrenoee
examined in the mining oaraps previously mentioned, the alteration 
halo Was indicated by a change in the quantitative relationships of 
We common rook-forming minerale. No new minerals were developed
but the quantitative changes in the amounts of the common minerals, 
already present, were such that the elements making up those mineral 
oould not have been supplied by the rearrangement of the original 
elements. To create the new mineral assemblage, often without 
displacing the original bedding in the formations, required the 
addition of elements from an outside source. These elements indicate 
the nature of the ore*transporting medium which is coming from an 
outside source.

The most common element in the ore-transporting
medium is apparently sodium, although there is considerable potash 
and magnesium. True addition of calcium le rare. Iron addition is 
also found. Invariably the cation of these elements le silicate or, 
more rarely, carbonate. We can thus determine that the ore-bearing 
solutions are dilute concentrations of sodium, magnesium, potassium 
or calcium silicates, or carbonates, or both, in an aqueous gas.

Although sodium has proved, in our experience, 
to date, to be the most common constituent in the ore-bearing 
solutions, it is by no means unique. Host rooks are invariably 
made up of some combination of Silica, aluminium, iron, sodium 
potassium, calcium, magnesium and minor amounts of many other 
elements, This means that there is wide variation in both the host 
rook and the ore solutions. Thus it is impossible to predict which 
mineral assemblage will be diannostlc for any mineral deposit. 
However, within a single mining area the host rooks and the ore 
solutions tend to remain rematrkably constant.

Thus the first undertaking, in working in a new 
mineral area. Is to determine the nature of the alteration around 
a known ore-deposit, if a known deposit exists.

As the aiaounfe of reaction of the ore-bearing
solutions, with the country rook, varies from one mining area to 
another, xor one reason because of the differenoes in temperature 
of the solutions, it is also necessary to determine the size of the 
alteration halo around a known orebody.

Knowing the nature and sice of the alteration
around a known orebody, it is then necessary to decide whether or is* 
not the known orebody is the size of orebody which would be des! red 
or whether one half the size, for instance, would be satisfactory. 
As the siee of an orebody is related to the volume of ore-bearing 
solutions, and the surface evidence is an area, the area for an ore 
body half the alee of a known orebody will be close to the same size 
as that for the known orebody.(This is because the volume varies as 
the cube while the area varies as the square). Thus, having found*4fe 
the siee and intensity of an halo around a commercial orebody, we* 
have a good general indication of the si Be of halo that*we would 
want to find, we would also know that halos much smaller than the 
one found would be of marginal possibility for containing an orebody
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Although our methods of rook mineral analysisgive quantitative determinations for lees cost, by a vide margin. than any other method of analysis of comparable aoouraoy, there is still a considerable expense involved. It is not possible, both because of time and expense, to take an unlimited number of samples and make an unlimited number of analyses* Our endeavour is to get the maximum amount of information from the minimum number of anal 
yses.

J('o r the purpose of economy of sampling it isnecessary to adopt e systematic method of sample collecting* The samples are collected on a grid and the spacing of the grid is governed by the size of the alteration halo around the known deposit Our experience to date indicates that a spacing of 400 feet, on an equidimensional crid, will be sure of locating the alteration halo around the known orebodies, yet will prevent the collection of an unneoeBeerily large number of samples*

Application to the Timagami area

The interest in the Timagami area oomes fromthe recent development of commercial orebodies on Timagami Island by Timagami Mining Company*

Before attempting to survey your property itwas necessary to make a survey of the region about the known deposit to ascertain the siBe and intensity of the alteration halo.

Enclosed are a eerles of maps which show themineral distributions around these known deposits. It is not possible to foretell the nature of the diagnostic mineral assemblage so the distribution is given for every mineral which is present in quantity sufficient to be determined (plus 1J0.

Minerals Present

The following minerals were determined to.be present and to wake up, collectively, at least 99^ of the rook;

Quartz....................Si02

Orthoclase felspar.......
Albite felspar...........
Biotite Mica...,.........
Muscovite Mioa...*.*......H2K(AlSi04)3
Chlorite,.,...............H4(MgFe)38i209
Amphibole.....,...........Ca2(F*Mg)^(Oil)2(Si4.0ll
Cal ci te,..................CaCO|
Dolomlte-Ankerite ...*...
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A separate determination of total I ron was also
made for eaoh sample.

It will be noted, from the list of chemical
formftli. that the alkali and alkali-earth minerals potassium (K), 
Sodium (Ma), Calcium (Ca) and Magnesium (Mg), are confined to certain 
specific minerals and are missing from others. For instance, the 
 odium is confined to the Albite felspar. Any great increase in the 
amount of Albite would have to be accompanied by a proportional 
addition of sodium from an outside source as there is no other w 
mineral containing sodium from which this element could be obtained*

Laboratory procedure

The samples are ground to -200 mesh and analysed 
by x-ray diffraction and x-ray fluorescence.

Field procedure

Mapping ie done from air photographs enlarged to
a scale of 400 feat to one inch. A 400 foot firid is superimposed on 
the photograph and the field man navigates through the bush until 
he determines that he is at the exact location of an intersection 
of the grid.

If rook is present at that particular point
oareful note is made of the nature of the rook and a, visually, 
representative sample is collected.

If there io no rook at the interaeotion the 
sample IB taken from the nearest rook and the new position noted.

Samples are individually numbered and packaged, 
sent to the laboratory for analysis.

The grid coverage ensures that the field roan
oovers  very part of the property. The grid spacing ensures that no 
part of the visible rook is given special attention over any other 
part of the property. If there are points of special interest the 
samples are taken in addition to the systeaatio samples, and mapped 
accordingly.

Because the sample collector is required to
break off samples at the frequent Intervals of the grid, and because 
he is required to note the nature of the rook, as it appears visually to him, the sample collecting produces a geological roap, inoidently 
to the petrolOfjioal and mineralogical evidence, which is the equiv 
alent to any geological map produced as a separate undertaking. 
The field nan, being a trained geologist, also notes the structural 
features of the strata and this is added to the map*

The petrologioal and mineralogical information 
18 additional information to that obtained by ordinary geological
mapping.
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Geology - Timagami general

Knolosed is a map of the area between Timagami lake and Lake Tewl skaralng , vyhioh includes the Cobalt Mining area* It IB to be noted that the major portion of the area i o covered with Huronian sediments and Hippioting Uiabast* These rooks are zauoh younger than the underlying Keewatin lava B and TeraiBkaming sediments It will be noted how the Keewatin lavas form a"window" In the Cobalt (Huronian) sediments. It should aleo be noted that the Cobalts gradually encroach on the Keewatin to the west and. a short distance to tho weot of the TimaBami Mining orebody, completely cover tho older rooks*

One problem which is of importance in searchingfor other orebodiea is to determine whether or not the ore of Timag* ami Mining wan ewplnoed before* or after, the Cobalt sediments were deposited. There is no doubt that the ore at Cobalt is later than the cobaltfi ae the orebodies o o our largely in those rooks, and. to n leseer extent, in the even later Nippi suing Diabase*
The ore at Titoagami Mining ooouro in theKeewatin lavas and. although there IDS) cobalts a short di o tan oe away in nearly every direction, there are no Cobalt rooks directly over the orebodies, as far as Is known at present*

there i s only a limited exposure of KeavMtin nrourid the Timagami Mining, it will be problematical whether the outer portions of the alteration halo will be exposed. For this reason samples ware taken at various distances away from the orebodies alone the distance to Tiraagami towns! te. the only direction in which the Keewatina ara exposed at any distance from the ore*

Geology - Claim Group

The rooks exposed on the olain group wro entirely different to those around the Timagami Mining orebody.
Immediately to the west of that orebody theCobalt sediments close in and completely cover the Keewatin. The outcrops across the width of Timagami Lake are nearly all Cobalt. with one conspicuous dike-like body of Nippisslng Diabase,

The Diabase forme the west shore of Tiroa garni Lake and continues to the west over much of tlie claim group.
The western half 9 Hpproxiwfctt'ly, of the claim group, IB covered by extensive glacial morraine deposits. These also fill the basin of Gull Lake as the islands in that lake, on aerial reconnaissance, appear to be largely boulder and sand.
The shores of Gull Lake are all low and, wherethe swamp is aboent, consist of boulders and sand* Just west of the property a ridge of diabase rises abruptly. At the base of the cliff, although largely talus and boulder, one outcrop of lava was found. Another small outcrop of material that is apparently lava was found on the east shore of Gull lake. Thus, on the basis of the



only two outcrops found In the area, it would appear that another "window" occurs in the Diabase and Cobalt sediments and similar Keewatin lavas arc protruding through, The similarity of structure to that at the Timagaral Mining is evident* Unfortunately the glacial deposits i and luke, prevent a more thorough ourface examin ation*
Location of the Property

The claims, Ho. s T-37436 to T-374?3 inclusive.are located in Scholes Township, Ontario, except two claims T-37436 and T-37437 which protrude into Phyllis Township to the east*
The claim croup lies south and woe t of Skunklake and extends across the narrows in Gull Lake, A eiuall location map is enolooed.

Access

The property can be Jbuncta* reached by canoefrom Timagami station. Portages connect Gull Lake avid Skunk Lake to the main body of vima garni Lake.
There are no roads to the property* Loggingtrails r --a oh the west end of Turtle shell lake in Scholes Township but this is several wiles from the property.

aooess to the property is by piano from , Mew Liskeard or North 33ay.
Mineral distribution Maps

Kaoh sample was quantitatively analysed. Theminerals present in the rooks were previously listed* The amount of each mineral in each individual sample was recorded.

From the record of mineral composition of the samples mineral distribution maps were made* These maps show tl
)d. ofdistribution, over the whole area tnvftBti.gate* one

The values on the maps, plotted beside thesample locations, ara in recorder units* The contours and colors on the maps show the amounts of that one mineral which are present in the various parts of the property. The same color achene is used throughout and is as follows;

Dark green.i 
Light c;raen 
Yellow 
Orange 
Rink
Light Blue 
Bark Blue 
Purple*.**.i

Lowest values

Highest values
For minerals of general distribution, such as quartz, amphibole and chlorite, the color scheme is arranged 00 that



the color Indicates approximately an equivalent amount of each 
mineral. Considering the rook type involved, the general color of 
the map, more epeoofioally the most extensive color. 1 0 the average 
color for that mineral. The color scheme is arranged to that dark pr 
green and light green are the average colors and yellow and the o the t 
colors above that in the scheme show abnormal amountB of the mineral f 
concerned*

For those minerals which are abBent over large
stretches, or only developed locally, the color ocheme is a direct 
indication of the amount developed. Thus dark green indicates a very 
small development, or none at all, and purple indicates o very heavy 
development, with the other colors being intermediate*

To obtain the full value from the maps it is
necessary to relate the mineral distributions to the known geology. 
If a particular concentration of any one mineral can be correlated 
directly with a particular geological formation, wherever that fonn- 
atlon occurs in the area under investigation, then the mineral 
concentration is quite probably a primary feature of the formation.

If, on the other hand, the luiner&l concentration 
cannot be related to a parti euler f oxidation, but only to a portion 
of that formation, or has cross-cutting relationships, or again 
extends Into several known formations, then we have two alternatives

a. The el c meat H in the original minerals in the
rook have been regrouped^ and recrystallized, to form new minerals. 
This le the process of metamorphism and does not involve the addit 
ion, or subtraction, of any material from tliat already present in 
the rook.

b. Material from an outside source hae reacted
with the minerals in the rook to forw new minerals. The reacting 
material may be anything from molten i-ook roagrae, to pure water vapovr 
Hot, aqueous solutions (hydro, thermal) are predominantly water 
in which many elements are dissolved. This differs from t* magma in 
that the slddolved material is incapable, by itoelf, of foruing an 
igneous rook.

By determining the nature of the unaltered rooks 
and also of the altered rooks, we oan t by subtraction, determine 
whether the alteration is due to the addition of magmatic material 
or of hydrothermally transported material. Metallic orebodies are 
almost universally transported into place by hydrotherioal solutions*

Our objective le to find concentrations of
laineraln v/hloh cannot be directly related to known geological form 
ations, then to determine whether these concentration are the work 
of hydrothermal solutions. We are e&peolally looking for concentrat 
ions of minerals which have been demonstrated to be the ore-trans 
porting medium for known ore-deposits*

J'Jviderioe from the known ore deposit*

The series of maps bearing the title "Temagami 
Area* show, each mineral on a separatemmap, the distribution of
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of the minerals which ara present in the area* Some of these are very scarce, time the joap turns out to be nearly all dark green, other Minerals are widely distributed In quantity and the map le predominantly o.t one of the intermediate colore auoh ac orange, oryellow,

Where the mineral le present in quantity thecolor Is dark blue or purple. Wils may indioate the presence of a rook type which le largely composed of one mineral, euoh as a quartzite, or it may indicate an abnormal concentration which oannot be related to nny knowa rook type.
Potash Felspar*

This map 10 oonaidered firstlyH B it Is typical of the very soaroe minerals* This mineral le only o ea r ae in this particular Tiny* garni areft. In other parts of the country it ia the predominant rock-forming mineral. In the 'jfimagarai area it le only founs in the #ronlteo. tt la notablo that, with the gr&riiteo i/ein^ fftirly high In potash, (in both f el ops r and utoa), there is no eign of B potassium concentration around the ore. If tht ore came from the granite, as many geolO'-lBts insist ( then tilt ore, being an "end procUiriV* of the granite solidification, should bo e- nooiapanlfo1 by potash.
Albite felopar,

Moot of the felspar in the areait.' q.uite oloee to olbito in composition. Teohnic-iHy. our plot should ba called " r lagioclase felspar" aa this term includes the elbits end til so those felspara whtoh contain somewhat more calcium than albite.

The average composition of albite, through allof the roclcB In the Tirnngaioi aren IB Buch as to give a light ^reen color, (j?0 to 100 units), except the granite In the northeast whioh contain a ii'uch hiU'^r percentage of albite* yj^eyeMijl,sj?j?^^0^^^ of aj.bite around the. . pye...*.
It le quite evident thRt albitization, which is highly dia;.;riOBtlc In oti^er mining oaqps, is not a factor in theof the T

"i ea
We can dlstincuioh two ve ri e tie s of mica inthe area but the two varieties ara clocely inte^nin/rled and nothing fteeint to be gained by plotti)^: tlte/o Bepnratnly, Accordingly, they are plotted on R B ingle reap called "A'ioa*.

This wiap ir. n very c.ood ir;dicotion of the di s t ri but! on of a mineral v/h i oh lo /'datable to e j^rtioular geological formation. Tho concentration, (yellow and orange) across the center of t ie iiiap lo directly related to the band of acid volcanics. These are variouoly called rhyolite or frafpnental by the government geolog 1st. The mica is apparently a normal constituent of the formation and lo not oomjooted with the ore-deposition in any way.
The rranite also oont&ins considerable micaand there ie a very variable aiiount In the Cobalt sediment B.



The wloa o on tent of the basic lava a, which are the host r o ok B for the ore, is conspicuously low,
The iiiloa content of the Wipplssinp: Diabase, inthe two onourences in the wee tern part of the mg), show wide variat ion,

Like the other potash mineral, folnper, there i e no evidence of a concentration of mica around the ore.
Amphibole

This mineral le exclusively confinedto the three occurrences of liippissing Diabase in the western of the map area. There is obviously no connection with the ore,

The distribution of quarts followti very closely the distribution of rook types. There is practically no quart?, in the basic lavas. The other rook types have about 100 to 1^0 units of quartz (about average for most common rooks). Portions of the rhyolite, as might be expected from the name, rise to decidedly higher values, orange and red, which are well above normal. As high quartz la a characteristic of this rook type it is not possible to eay that the high values are oaused by the addition of silica but it is noteworthy that the quartz hi ph surrounds the area where the ore occurs on the oast south and west* Tt Is possible that silicification l a i ndicated but it does not appear to bc diagnostic*

Chlorite
The basic lava, in the immediatevidinity of the orebodies, is composed of almost pure chlorite. This is not t J in normal situation in the basic lava band, althiwf;h there is quite hir.h chlorite normal to this formation. The other minerals normally in the lava, such as plagioclase felspar, mica, and some quarte, have bean completely converted to chlorite and oaloite.

To convert the minerals aentioued above tochlorite is not a simple matter of rearrangement of elements. The Chlorite is an hydrated iron-magnesium silicate. It is completely lacking in calcium, sodium, potassium and aluminium - all of which elements are present in the minerals that have disappeared.
When the rook is nearly all chlorite there isa very much greater amount of iron and magnesium in the rock than there was originally. Thte can only be accounted for by the addit ion of iron and magnesitwr-from an outside source*
The orebodies oooupy a central position withregard to the chlorite development and there is little doubt that this development is directly related to the introduotion of the ore. The evidence id that the ore-bearing solutions have been high In magnesium and iron.
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Carbonate

The highly ohloritized rook, previoualydiscussed, consists essentially of chlorite and oaloite. Calcite, cal o l van carbonate, CaCOj, consists of oaloium and carbonate only.
In the formation of chlorite from the mineralspreviously present in the rook we found tliat we had certain elements which had been in the rook but were now not present in the chlorite* One of these elements was oaloium. Thus it is no problem to account for the o&loium in the oaloite which accompanies the chlorite.
There is no possibility of the carbon in thecarbonate coming from the original rook. Therefore we must account for the introduction of carbonate from an outside souros*
In the case of the chlorite we had to accountfor the introduction of magnesium and iron from an outside source. The magnesium and iron were combined with silica to form the iron magnesium silicate - Chlorite. There was no problem of explaining the silica in the chlorite as this oould have come from the minerals in the original rook.

It is thus evident that the material which hasbeen added to the original rook was in the form of iron and magnesium' carbonate. These have caused the break-down of the original minerals in the rook, a general chemical interaction has taken place and, following the laws of chemical affinity, the calcium has ended up in combination with the carbonate and the magnesium and iron in combine ation with the silica.

The ore-bear i no: solutions were magnesium and iron carbonate and formed the solvent, in water vapour, for the ore minerals.

Iron.
The determination of total iron was madequite independently of the determination of the mineral content of the rooks. The iron determination shows, quantitatively, the amount of iron in the rook irrespective of the chemical combination of the iron. From this we are able to determine whether the various iron- bearing minerals contain all of the iron or whether the iron is present in the form of iron ores or iron sulphides. We are also able to determine whether the iron-magnesium minerals are uniform throu/'^iout the area investigated. If the amount of iron does not vary directly with the amount of "ferromagnesian" minerals we can then determine that, for the same mineral, there is more magnesium than iron is one part of the property and more iron thnn magnesium In another.

This is exactly the case in Timagaral where thechlorite and iron peaks do not correlate directly. AS the ore area is approached the iron becomes less, although there is no correspond ing decrease in chlorite. This indicates that the chlorite becomes increasingly magnesium rich as the ore is approached and thus shows that the ore is more closely related to tjie magnesium than to the 
iron.



HBVin0 determined the t the ore at Ttwagaml has 
been transported by solutions rich In * acnoolum Carbonate we nan 
then proceed to examine* other p'-rtR of the country to ace if 've 
pan find evidence of t ne addition of luHgneelura carbonate elsewhere.

jfaturally we will be on the alert for sir,ns of 
the addition of any kind of potentially ore-bearing solutions.

It will not necessarily follow that the evidence
of the action of magnesium carbonate eolutionn will be indicated by 
the development of chlorite and carbonete. If the country rook 
olumgen radically ths magnesium carbonate may roaet to form other 
minerals, with the carbon in the carbonate appearing ae graphite v 
for inatanoe.

from the nlnimo

There i e a radical change in the rock type from 
Most of tne exposed rook on the property 10 ripple P ing 

Diabase and not the banin Keewatin lava* ffi at Tinmgfttnl Mining. 
These are the came MpinM.rcn Diabases which form the host rooks for 
the ore at cobalt.

Amphibole
This nineral le e basic constituent of

JJiabtiB*. By definition Dlebpne in P rock *!O*nposed eeeentia 
of a j'^rroi.iarnenian mitieral tind a pltigiool&oft felepar.

The Rtrikinc fact about the dietribution of
amphibole on the claim (^roup IB that there la considerable variation 
In the Riaoxwt of of nuphibole. Ae the rook ie all dip.bp.ee this IB 
not what would be expected,

borne of the port l one of the property where the
amphibole ib lev/ can be explained by the presence of pyroxene in the 
diabase . Originally the diabase was all pyroxene and felspar. 
Spontaneously, some of the pyroxene break* down to form amphibole. 
The oho liil eel change IB very ellght, requiring only the addition of 
some v/ater. ihere is water present in the original rook, aw et.eam, 
so inhere la no problem of supplying the v/ater and the process can 
proceed spontaneously.

The variation in the nr^oimt cf amphibole in
what we would expect would be a very uniform rock, orn also be 
attributed to normal variationu in the original ratio of pyroxene 
to felapar. This dispurijiy is indicated when the distribution of 
"Albite* is examined.

Albite
The development of thie mineral IB highly

significant in some mining o^rup* but it ha.9 no si{;rdgloance in 
Timagami or Cobalt. This distribution map shown that there is a 
band of Diabase acroon the center of the claims v/hioh le of higher 
felspar content than the r^et of the Diabase. This rock type is 
fairly common and is sometimes called "Granophyre M.
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Quartz
The amount of thie mineral present is

negligibly email and ie of no significance with regard to posnible 
ore depositi on.

Potash Felspar
This mineral is almost entirely

absent and can therefore be of no significance. The absence shows 
that potassium is practically absent from the chemical composition 
of the rooks on the claim ^roup.

Mica
The very small amount of potassium seems to

be entirely confined to the mica and there only a very small amount 
is indicated. If anything about the mica distribution was signific 
ant around the Timagarai Mining ore it was the almost total absence 
of this mineral. The fact that a very small afcount is present on 
the claims is therefore not a good indication.

Carbonate
This is one of the best indications of

the action of possible ore-bearing solutions and, as far as the 
claim group ie concerned, indicates, by the very meager development 
in the center of the property, that there ie no possibility of an 
orebody. In the Diabase, anywhere near the present surface*

The scattered occurrences of slightly abnormal 
carbonate in the central portion of the property could be an 
indication of some carbonate activity under the'Diabase. It is 
indicated that the Diabase has a thickness of 200 to 400 feet* 
The amount of carbonate developed at jbhe surface of the Diabase 
does not indicate that there has been a very strong development 
of carbonate at the bottom of the Diabase.

Chlorite
There is no significant development of

chlorite in the Diabase and, what is more significant, no develop 
ment of chlorite in that portion of the diabase whioh contained the 
carbonate development*

What is more significant is the strong develop* 
ment of chlorite in the rooks to the west of the property. These 
rooks are also diabase. As previously discussed ohese rooks are the 
closest to the property which are exposed in that direction*

Iron
The ohloritlBe4 rooks off the northwest

part of the claim group show up on the iron distribution map as 
well* The remainder of the iron high can be related directly to 
the amphibole in the Diabase*

In general, the evidence,from the mineral
distributions on this claim group, indicates a wide band of normal 
diabase, with normal variations, whioh have not been affected by 
any potentially ore-bearing solutions.
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Struotural indications

As mentioned earlier, there is a considerable
portion of the property which is low-lying, largely lake covered, 
and also covered with an heavy mantle of sand, boulder and raorraine.

This area, whioh covers the northwest third, or
more, of the property, is in oharp contrast, topographically, with 
the area of diabase, whioh stands up as plateau-like hills*

within the area of low ground, despite an ex 
haustive search, only two outcrops have been found* One of these, 
on the east shore of Gull Lake, (Sample No. 848)) is in the midet 
of a large collection of boulders and may be a part of a large 
boulder. The second outcrop is at the base of the Diabase cliff 8846 
on the west side of the lake. Both of these samples are apparently 
lava and they could indicate that the area of low ground is lava 
whioh shows up through an eroded hole in the Diabase*

It is not possible to be dogmatic on the basis
of two samples, even though they are the only two available, however 
we can examine these two samples to see how they compare with the 
lava w)iioh contains the Timagami ore.

The lavas around the Timagami ore are;

1. Heavily chloriticcd.

2* Heavily carbonated.

3* Very low in mica content.

4. Very low In quartz

The evidence from samples 8483 and 8846 is 
as follows;

a* Moderately to heavily ohloritized, 

b. Hot carbonated.

o. Moderate amount of mica, about normal for 
lavas.

d. More quartz than in the diabase, about 
normal for lavas.

The evidence shows that the rooks are heavily 
ohloritlzfd but otherwise normal lavas. This is a long way from 
what could be considered a strong indication of conditions likely 
to include ore-deposition. As the evidence is from two samples 
only there is no Justification Uor basing any program on this evid 
ence.

There le alwayo the possibility that the ore
was in place before the diabase was intruded. In that case there 
would be no indication of the presence of the ore on surface. The 
evidence could only be obtained by drilling blind.
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It ehould be noted that this area of low
ground, with the apparent lava exposure, is adjacent to that 
portion of the diabase, off the property to the northwest, which 
was previously noted to be ohloritized to a far greater extent than 
any of the Diabase on the property.

Possibilities of Getting Farther Evidence

A great deal of time was spent, by the field 
orew, searching through the low-lying area of the property for 
rook outcrops* Only two were found. The area is covered with 
boulder ridges and sand - morraine material fron glaciation* The 
oover is estimated to be 2? to 1^0 feet thick over most of the 
area* There is very little chance of finding any more rook except 
by drilling. Drilling would be expensive because of the boulders 
which would make piping expensive.

Because of the glacial drift and the lake, it 
is very unlikely that geophysical methods would be of any value* 
They would bo much nore likely to disclose variations in the glacial 
drift than to show any possible orebodies in the rook beneath.

There is a weak indication that there may be
some carbonatization under the Diabase in the central portion of 
the property, (where the low carbonate concentrations occur at 
the surface of the diabase). This is a very weak indication. To 
evaluate it would require drilling through the diabase which could 
mean as much as 400 feet of this rock before the lav an were reached. 
There is no sense in anticipating that the first, or any, drill 
holo would encounter ore*

It would be necessary to drill several holes
on a systematic pattern and, from laboratory examination of each 
hole, determine whether there was any addition if magnesium*iron 
carbonate and then follow the concentration to the most highly 
altered section where there would be the best possibility of ore. 
There is no possibility of pin-pointing such drilling from the 
surface evidence, it would have to be a long ani expensive, but 
systematic search.

Considering all of "Uie faptua\
mineral distribution mapai it Is evident that there 
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If it is desired to make farther investigation,
then drilling into the lava area under the lake is recommended over 
any attempt to drill through the diabase. At least enough drilling 
to cross-section the whole area of lava should be considered. It 
would be futile to expect any results from a single drill hole or 
even a couple. Systematic drilling, along with systematic analyses 
of the drill core, would determine whether or not there is a solut 
ion channelway in the lavas. Any ore would be in the channelway*



Summary

Tt le desired to determine whether the claim
group hae any hydrothermal alteration, of the type that Bocompanies 
the or* at Tlraagami Mining Company, or any other type of hydrotherm* 
alteration v/hioh oould accompany an orebody of any kind.

The hydrothennal alteration at Timagami Mining 
is caused by i'afjne slum-iron carbonate. The mineral g which are 
produced are Chlorite and Calcite*

On the claim group there ia only the faintest
evidence of any activity by magnesium-lron carbonate, or any other 
kind of pOBelble ore-bearing solutions*

The indications are considered to be too weak 
to warrant any farther exploration*

It is recommended that the claims be dropped.

Yours Binoeroly

KWJ/me H. W, Johns i1 . Wng,

President and 
General Manager
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